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Pervasive low-relief, high-elevation surfaces separated by incised canyons are common
across the Southeastern margin of the Tibetan Plateau and have been used to define the
nature of crustal deformation that drove plateau growth. A common assumption is that
these surfaces were once part of a continuous low-relief paleotopography that has
undergone surface uplift and dissection. Recent research, however, has questioned
this assumption and the derived geodynamic models, which suggests that these
surfaces formed in situ through drainage network reorganization and the piracy of
upstream drainage area. Here, we test the continuity of the low-relief surfaces across
SE Tibet using a new inversion scheme that also illuminates the nature of conflicting
hypotheses. Our analysis is based on combining the local information contained in maps of
normalized channel steepness with the more distributed and integrated information
contained in maps of normalized landscape response time. This allows us to model
the formation of a hypothetical landscape prior to rock uplift and dissection. We find that
large variations in channel steepness are required along the trunk channels within the
inferred paleotopography. This is inconsistent with a low-relief surface prior to surface uplift
and indicates that a surface interpolated between remnants cannot be used to robustly
measure geodynamic processes in space and time. Furthermore, our inverse framework
highlights many different solutions to this ill-posed problem and thus provides an
explanation as to why the topography alone cannot be used to provide a unique
solution to the debate.
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INTRODUCTION

The South Eastern margin of the Tibetan Plateau has grown during the last 50 million years (Myr)
through a combination of geodynamic processes: eastwards extrusion driven by motion on strike slip
faults (Tapponnier et al., 1982); crustal thickening induced by lower crustal flow (Clark and Royden,
2000; Copley, 2008); slab rollback below its eastern margin (Sternai et al., 2012); and general
shortening and crustal thickening due to collision of the Indian plate and Eurasia (Yang et al., 2015;
Tan et al., 2019). In order to assess how these mechanisms have contributed to the current
topography, it is crucial to determine rock uplift in space and time, commonly, through
geochronology and geomorphology. One of the key geomorphic features that has been used to
aid in this mapping are pervasive low-relief, high-elevation topography that is separated by incised
canyons with high relief. These low-relief surfaces, that have areas typically 10 s of km2, have been
identified across SE Tibet and decrease gradually in elevation from ∼5 km to less than 1 km over a
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lengthscale of approximately 1,000 km (Clark et al., 2006). The
relief averaged over 5 km within these low-relief landscapes is
typically less than 1 km. This landscape has been argued to result
from an increase in rock uplift rate (Clark and Royden, 2000).
Rivers respond to rock uplift by steepening and these steepened
sections incise backwards into slowly eroding areas that have not
yet equilibrated to the new rock uplift rate. These patches of low-
relief areas are therefore assumed to be parts of the landscape that
have not yet adjusted to the new rock uplift rate. The deeply
incised canyons, however, have responded to this change in rock
uplift rate.

By mapping the extent of these uplifted surfaces, the region
that experienced a change in rock uplift can be estimated. In
addition, if the difference between erosion rates on the surfaces
and in the canyons can be estimated, the time required for these
surfaces to reach their current elevation above the surrounding
canyons can be inferred.

For example, Clark and Royden (2000) proposed that a low-
viscosity channel in the lower crust accommodates the movement
of crustal material from high pressures below the plateau to lower
pressures away from the plateau. This mechanism simplifies to a
diffusion equation in which elevation diffuses from the plateau
leading to spatial and temporal variations in surface uplift
(England and Molnar, 1990). Because crustal thickening
occurs due to flow in the lower crust, the surface is uplifted
but deformation is small and there is limited lateral transport of
the surfaces. If the erosion rates on the low-relief surfaces are
assumed to be close to zero, mapping these surfaces and dating
incision can constrain the uplift rate history and the effective
viscosity of the low-viscosity channel (Clark and Royden, 2000;
Schoenbohm et al., 2004; Clark et al., 2006; Ouimet et al., 2010;
Liu-Zeng et al., 2018). Furthermore, this scenario leads to an
overall increase in topographic elevation through time.
Throughout this study, we will refer to the idea that the low-
relief surfaces are remnants of a relict low-relief landscape that
has been dissected with minimal drainage network reorganization
as Hypothesis 1 and stress that this is a simplification of the
proposed model (Figure 1).

Importantly, the assumption that enables low-relief high-
elevations surfaces to map rock uplift rates is that erosion
rates on the surfaces were low prior to the change in rock
uplift and have not changed since this adjustment, or at least
that changes in erosion rate can be quantified. Several factors,
however, may lead to temporal changes in erosion rate across
low-relief surfaces as they are uplifted and some of these factors
may even form these surfaces: the surfaces may experience
changing elevation-dependent climatic conditions as they
increase in elevation leading to changes in vegetation and
changes in weathering processes that will influence erosion
rates (Hales and Roering, 2007; Roering et al., 2010; Schaller
et al., 2018); climate may change regionally due to the changes in
topography resulting from surface uplift leading to changes in the
patterns, in space and time, of rainfall (Molnar et al., 2010;
Ferrier, et al., 2013; Scherler et al., 2017); Quaternary global
climate change may have resulted in enhanced or reduced erosion
across some of these surfaces (Egholm et al., 2009; Fox et al.,
2015a; Egholm et al., 2017).

Recently, however, a model has been proposed in which the
surfaces are formed by changes in erosion rate but no
significant change in rock uplift rate driven by dynamic
adjustment of the drainage networks due to tectonic strain
(Hallet and Molnar, 2001; Yang et al., 2015). In this scenario,
low slope rivers with large upstream drainage area and
equilibrated channel steepness, lose upstream drainage
area, reducing channel steepness and thus erosion rate.
Once this erosion rate is reduced, the landscape is out of
equilibrium with the regional rock uplift rate and would be
advected upwards, while surrounding channels continue to
erode at the rock uplift rate. As this low-relief surface is being
uplifted, rivers incise into the boundaries of these isolated
surfaces. In this scenario, the general features of the
topography may stay relatively constant, with new low-
relief surfaces forming and being lost to erosion through
time. Throughout this study we will refer to this model as
Hypothesis 2 (Figure 2). This hypothesis remains
controversial and it is currently unclear whether the low-
relief surfaces are relicts of a remnant topography and can be
used to map rock uplift rates in space and time. In particular,
Whipple et al. (2017) argued that the low-relief upland
landscape patches are approximately co-planar and
decrease in elevation from the northwest to the southeast
and that variability in the elevations of bounding knickpoints
is expected in natural landscapes. It remains unclear how
much variability is expected and how much is due to regional
geodynamics or the expected change in elevation along the
trunk river profiles. Willett (2017) argued that Whipple et al.
(2017a) only analyzed topography at the 100 –1,000 km scale
but did not look at individual drainage basins. Furthermore,
Willett (2017) suggested that the topography might be
consistent with incision into a pre-existing landscape if
spatially variable rock uplift is accounted for “pending a
detailed study”. In response, Whipple et al. (2017b) agreed
that diagnostic criteria in landscape evolution are not easily
determined and that it is important to examine multiple
criteria in a regional context. Whipple et al. (2017b) also
maintained that the low-relief topography was co-planar and
defines an upper envelope to the topography and thus the
topography of SE Tibet does result from incision into a pre-
existing low-relief landscape. Importantly, these studies use a
stream-power framework and we will adopt these same
assumptions here. For simplicity, we have distilled the two
concepts into endmember hypotheses. In reality, it is
important to note that neither hypothesis is mutually
exclusive nor collectively exhaustive (Whipple et al.,
2017a; Whipple et al., 2017b; Willett, 2017).

To test these hypotheses and to help diagnose how low-
relief, high-elevation topography may form, we utilize linear
inverse methods to interpolate a hypothetical topographical
surface between the low-relief high-elevation surfaces (Fox,
2019). Importantly, we are not simply testing how co-planar
the low-relief high-elevation surfaces are, but ensuring that
the topographical surface must follow slope-area relationships
with variable channel steepness. Furthermore, we account for
the fact that the topographic surface might have been warped
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by geodynamic processes or offset by brittle faulting. If a
topographical surface can be found with “relatively uniform”
normalized rock uplift rate, u*, this supports the hypothesis
that SE Tibet was a low-relief low-elevation surface that has
been uplifted and dissected. Here “relatively uniform” would
mean that the inferred normalized rock uplift rate between the
low-relief surfaces is similar to the normalized rock uplift rate
values observed on the low-relief surfaces. Alternatively, if a
surface with large variations in normalized rock uplift rate is
found, even without the inclusion of the incised portions of
the landscape, this is inconsistent with Hypothesis 1 and
instead supports Hypothesis 2. In this way, our approach
does not explicitly test Hypothesis 2, but if a low-relief
paleotopography can be constructed, the importance of
Hypothesis 2 is reduced.

USING FLUVIAL METRICS TO TEST THE
HYPOTHESES

Fluvial geomorphology, and the associated metrics based on the
stream power model, provide insight into how landscapes
respond to changes in tectonic forcing (Howard, 1994). The
rate of change of river long-profiles, dz/dt, increases with rock
uplift rate, u, and decreases with erosion rate, e. In the stream
power model, erosion rate is proportional to the upstream
drainage area, A and the local channel slope, S, raised to the
powers of m and n respectively. The constant of proportionality is

FIGURE 2 | Hypothesis 2. (A) After a topography had developed across
SE Tibet, Hypothesis 2 proposes there would have been some low-relief
landscapes due to drainage reorganization. (B) During ongoing drainage
reorganization driven by shortening perpendicular to major rivers, the
tributary circled in (A) captures the upper river. The associated loss in
upstream drainage area reduces the erosion rate of the river leading to surface
uplift. Hillslope processes continue to erode hillslopes however the river has
lost the ability to incise, leading to a reduction in topographic relief. Low-relief
surfaces from previous capture events are eaten away by erosion. (C) The
basin that lost upstream drainage area continues to have less and less relief
and is eaten away by erosion. A capture event upstream of the red circle in (B)
leads to the beginning of new low-relief topography. This process is
continuous and leads to the lowest-relief landscape being preserved for short
amounts of time at the highest elevations. Therefore, the modern topography
reveals a snapshot of this process and patches of low-relief landscape at high
elevations are not remnant of a pervasive low-relief landscape.

FIGURE 1 | Hypothesis 1. (A) Before the onset of rock uplift across SE
Tibet, Hypothesis 1 proposes that there was a low-relief landscape with low
erosion rates. (B)Due to lower-crustal channel flow, rock uplift rates increased
and rivers incised into the low-relief landscape. (C) Remnants of the low-
relief landscape are preserved today and have not been removed by erosion.
Therefore, the low-relief remnants can potentially be used to map geodynamic
processes.
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the erodibility, K, which encompasses bedrock strength, bedload,
hydraulic parameters and climate. Therefore,

dz
dt

� u − KAmSn (1)

and, if dz/dt � 0, u �KAmSn. Because K cannot be inferred directly
from a landscape, it is common to measure the normalized
channel steepness ksn�Am/nS, where m/n � 0.3–0.8 (Mudd
et al., 2018) directly from a digital elevation model (DEM)
which provides an estimate of the uplift rate at steady state
(Kirby and Whipple, 2012). We build on previous work that
has used the stream power model to debate the origin of the
topography of SE Tibet and assume n � 1 and discuss the
implications of this assumption in Dicussion (Yang et al.,
2015; Whipple et al. 2017a; Whipple et al., 2017b; Willett,
2017). A value of m � 0.45 has been determined for parts of
SE Tibet and we will use this same value (Kirby et al., 2003;
Ouimet et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2015). The normalized channel
steepness index approach to asses the topography of SE Tibet
assumes steady state rock uplift, a fixed drainage network and a
uniformK value in space and time. An advantage of this approach
is that normalized channel steepness values can be calculated for
every river node in a large digital elevation model, and it is
therefore easy to interpret spatial patterns in the data (Kirby et al.,
2003). In this respect, this approach is ideal to exploit the large
topographic datasets available. A potential limitation is that by
calculating slope from a DEM, noise in the dataset is amplified
resulting in maps that can be hard to interpret. Therefore,
averaging and smoothing is required to interpret normalized
channel steepness maps. If low-relief surfaces were part of a
continuous and former steady-state surface developed under
relatively spatially constant rock uplift rate, similar channel
steepness values would be expected across all low-relief
surfaces and this has been argued by Whipple et al. (2017a).
This would support Hypothesis 1. It is worth noting thatWhipple
et al. (2017b) do expect some variability in the form of the low-
relief surface due to drainage re-arrangement and expected spatial
variations in initial conditions, forcing mechanisms, and
landscape response.

If the rock uplift rate increases, a fluvial knickpoint will form at
the baselevel and propagate upstream at a speed given by KAm, if
n � 1. Therefore, the response time at a specific location, x, in the
landscape from the baselevel, xb, is given by

τ � ∫x

xb

dx′

KA(x′)mdx′ (2)

As with the normalized channel steepness, K is often unknown
and thus it is useful to use a modified response time, or χ (Perron
and Royden, 2012), that can be written as χ � A0

m Kτ. The integral
quantity χ can be used to identify whether drainage divides are
stable with the assumption being that if baselevel falls at a
confluence, a steepened section of a river profile, or
knickpoint, will propagate upstream, potentially to a shared
drainage divide. If knickpoints arrive at the drainage divide at
different times, erosion rates will be different and the divide will
migrate (Willett et al., 2014). Divide migration rate is expected to

be relatively slow (Whipple et al., 2017c) but, in some cases, can
be faster than the rate of knickpoint retreat (Schwanghart and
Scherler, 2020) Therefore, χ values either side of drainage divides
should be similar if divides are stationary but may be different if
divides are moving. It is important to bear in mind that the
interpretation of χ maps assumes spatially uniform K values and
rock uplift rate, and that spatial variability in K or rock uplift rates
may lead to stationary divides that have different large χ

differences. As with maps of channel steepness, entire drainage
networks can be analyzed simultaneously without the
requirement that the erodibility is known. Maps of χ, however,
have no information about the normalized channel steepness of
river profiles. Large differences in χ across drainage divides would
support Hypothesis 2, but is also expected in Hypothesis 1 due to
drainage capture (Clark et al., 2004).

To provide information on relative channel steepness values, χ

can be plotted as a function of elevation for rivers and the slope of
this curve is proportional to normalized channel steepness
(Perron and Royden, 2012; Goren et al., 2014; Mudd et al.,
2014). This is because, at steady state with n � 1, Eq. 1
reduces to:

z(x) � z(xb) + ( u
KAm

0

)χ (3)

and the normalized rock uplift rate is u*� u/A0
mK, which is also

proportional to the normalized channel steepness, i.e., u* � ksn/
A0

m. We discuss the implications of the n � 1 and highlight how
we can account for nonlinearity in the discussion. Furthermore,
rivers that have experienced similar rock uplift rate histories
should have similar forms as knickpoints will have traveled to
similar χ values (Ma et al., 2020). Importantly, this provides an
additional means to test Hypothesis 1 as the χ-elevation
relationship of the low-relief surfaces should be the same. The
additional information that is obtained by using χ-elevation plots
is that the χ values of the knickpoints separating the low-relief
surfaces from the incising canyons should be similar across much
of the landscape if Hypothesis 1 is correct. However, spatial
variability in the geodynamics driving incision into the low-relief
surface may distort χ-elevation relationships making this analysis
complicated. A disadvantage of extracting channel profiles and
plotting the topographic data in this form is that it is much harder
to interpret spatial patterns in the data. Furthermore, channels
must be extracted for analysis and this prevents entire datasets
being analyzed simultaneously. χ-elevation plots have been used
to argue in favor of both Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2 (Yang
et al., 2015; Whipple et al., 2017a; Whipple et al., 2017b; Willett,
2017).

METHODS

Our approach is based on the normalized analytical, steady state
stream power model but allows for spatial variations in u* and
surface uplift (S.U.) after the formation of the low-relief
landscape. In this way, we adopt the same sets of assumptions
that are the basis for the ongoing debate about the origin of the
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topography of SE Tibet and attempt to highlight why there is
ongoing debate. If u* and S.U. vary in space, we can write a
discrete version of Eq. 1 for a node in a DEM along a channel,

zi � zj + (χi − χj)up
j + S.U .i (4)

where the ith pixel is upstream of the jth pixel and the lowest most
pixel has an elevation of B.L. (baselevel). S.U.i is the surface uplift
that the low-relief landscape has experienced following
dissection. If S.U. is constant across all of the low-relief
landscape, this represents a block uplift scenario but it can
also be spatially variable reflecting processes that might lead to
surface uplift of the low-relief surface. Long wavelength features
might be associated with lower crustal channel flow while shorter
features might be driven by local faulting. Importantly, S.U.
represents the total amount of surface uplift averaged since the
low-relief landscape formed and this surface uplift might have
occurred at any point in time. In turn, the elevation of any fluvial
node can be predicted using a summation of expressions for
downstream pixels, and any u* pattern and S.U. pattern. For a
single channel, the ith fluvial node is the sum of differences in χ

between a node and the downstream node (Δχ) multiplied by the
u* value at the relevant location from the first node to the ith
node, plus an additional surface uplift term:

zi − B.L. � ∑i
j�1
(Δχj)up

j + S.U .i (5)

Changes in the u* values along the trunk streams will change the
elevations upstream of that specific pixel. If tributaries are
utilized in the analysis, these changes will propagate across
all the upstream river network. Therefore, the response of the
landscape to local changes in S.U. and u* is distinct: increasing
u* leads to small increases in elevation of rivers with large
upstream drainage areas due to the small changes in χ but large
changes in elevations of rivers with small upstream drainage
area; increasing S.U. leads to uniform increases in elevation.

Maps of u* and surface uplift can be determined using inverse
methods. For a single channel, Eq. 5 shows that i+1 model
parameters are used to describe the single elevation node
resulting in an ill-posed inverse problem. However, the node
downstream constrains i-1 of the same u* model parameters and
thus only an additional two parameters are required to describe
the elevation of the ith node: one u* parameter and one S.U.
parameter. This is still an ill-posed inverse problem which is
exacerbated by the fact that we only use nodes from the low-relief
surfaces to constrain the model parameters. It is the branching
network of river channels that provides redundant information
and smoothness constraints that enables maps of u* to be inferred
from limited elevation pixels (Sternai et al., 2012). This is
achieved by simplifying the drainage network to reduce the
number of nodes, by discretizing space into blocks of constant
u* and S.U. values that are 25 km by 25 km large and by
introducing smoothness constraints on u* and S.U. (Fox,
2019). This smoothness is important where the data do not
resolve the parameters, but rough maps can be produced if
required by the data.

The aim of the inversion is to find a topography that represents
the pre-incision landscape plus surface uplift and this requires
finding the model parameters (u* and S.U. values) that minimize
the misfit between predicted and observed elevations of low-relief
surfaces, and the roughness of the u* and S.U. maps. Some form
of regularization is required for most interpolation algorithms.
For example, Clark et al. (2006) used a spline to interpolate
between low-relief landscapes with a tension parameter
determining how smooth the surface is. Here we use negative
Laplacian operators to quantify smoothness. Weighting terms, α
and λ, are used to determine how to minimize smoothness
constraints compared to the fit to the low-relief surfaces. This
results in a linear system of equations:

⎛⎝ G
αWu .
. λWSU

⎞⎠( up

SU
) � ⎛⎜⎝ z

0
0

⎞⎟⎠ (6)

where G is the 2npixel × nnodes forward model as defined in Eq. 5.
Each row of G contains differences in χ so that the sum of these χ

values is equal to the χ value of the corresponding low-relief node.
The differences in χ values are at columns that correspond to the
spatial positions of specific nodes in the discretized blocks of u*.
An additional entry of unity is in each row and this corresponds
to the spatial position of the low-relief node for the map of S.U.
Therefore, multiplying this row by the model parameter vector
provides an elevation that combines the drop on the fluvial
network of the low-relief landscape and the surface uplift that
this position has experienced. Solving this upper system of
equations (G matrix multiplied by model parameters equals
elevation) finds model parameters that reproduce the observed
low-relief elevations. αWu (npixel × npixel) is the weighting matrix
for the normalized uplift rate parameters and λWSU (npixel × npixel)
is the weighting matrix for the cumulative surface uplift rate. The
dots in the matrix are npixel × npixel matrices of zeros entries to
ensure that the combined left-hand side linear operator is
rectangular. In actuality, we use sparse matrices to save
memory. Wu and WSU are negative Laplacian operators that
calculate the second order spatial derivative of the u* and S.U.
maps, respectively. Solving the middle system of equations, αWu

(padded with zeros) multiplied by the model parameters equals
zero, finds maps of u* that have second derivatives of zero and
vary smoothly in space. Similarly, solving lower system of
equations containing λWSU finds a map of S.U. values that
vary smoothly in space. The combination of α and λ therefore
control the degree to which these different and potentially
conflicting constraints control the model parameters.
Importantly, λ can control both the roughness of u* and S.U.
and λ can similarly control the roughness of u* and S.U. This
equation can be solved for the unknown relief parameters using a
non-negative least squares solution (see Fox, 2019 for further
details).

The dataset used for the inversion is therefore just the
elevations and χ values of the low-relief surfaces calculated
with respect to a common baselevel and is shown in Figures
3, 4. The topographic data used here is the HydroSheds
hydrologically conditioned topographic dataset with a
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resolution of ∼90 m (Lehner et al., 2008). The elevations of the
low-relief surfaces range from approximately 1,000 and increase
to over 5,000 m χ increases from the baselevel to values of
approximately 50 m with clear discontinuities across drainage
divides (Figure 3B). The outlines of the low-relief surfaces are
taken from Clark and Royden (2000) and 75% of fluvial nodes are
removed from within these areas to reduce the dataset
(Figure 4A) for the inversion. u* values (Δz/Δχ) of the nodes

within the low-relief surfaces show considerable variability
(Figures 4B,C). The average u* value for all the fluvial nodes
within the low-relief surfaces is 89.8 with 90% of the nodes having
values below 200. This suggests that the hypothetical pre-incision
topography would have been made up of a landscape with
relatively uniform u* values of less than about 200.
Furthermore, a topography interpolated between these low-
relief surfaces should therefore have relatively uniform u*

FIGURE 3 | The dataset used for the analysis. (A) The HydroSheds hydrologically conditioned topographic dataset with a resolution of ∼90 m (Lehner et al., 2008).
(B) Drainage network topology, upstream drainage area and values of were calculated from this dataset with a baselevel set at 500 m for pixels with an upstream
drainage area >5 km2, with an m value of 0.45, and n value of 1 and a scaling area A0 of 1 m2 after (Yang et al., 2015). The box outlines the extent of Figure 4.

FIGURE 4 | 4Subsampling the data. (A) The complete dataset was trimmed by randomly removing 90% of the pixels outside of the low-relief surfaces and 75%
within the low-relief surfaces. (B) Local normalized channel steepness maps values highlight regional patterns but are very noisy and thus must be filtered or averaged to
make interpretations. (C) Zoomed in portion showing data distribution and variability in the normalized steepness data.
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values that are lower than 200, if Hypothesis 1 is correct. In
contrast, higher values and more variability is expected if
Hypothesis 2 is correct.

RESULTS

The results are presented as two maps, u* and S.U. and the
corresponding misfit value (Figure 5). Here we focus on one
result out of several models produced with different values of α
and λ. We show the other results in SupplementaryMovie S1 and
this also provides a means to visualize the sensitivity of the results
to the smoothing parameters. In general, small values of the
weighting parameters lead to rough models that fit the data well,
whereas large weighting parameters produce smoother results
that may fit the data poorly (Figure 5A; Supplementary Movie
S1). With large values for the weighting parameters, the inversion
attempts to minimize the misfit associated with the smoothness
constraints (that the Laplacian of the u* values and the S.U. values
should be close to zero) resulting in smooth maps. With small
values for the weighting parameters, the inversion finds results
that fit the data well but are more sensitive to anomalous
topography and geomorphic noise, and therefore, results may
be meaningless. Within this context, geomorphic noise
encapsulates artifacts in the DEM, landslides blocking rivers
and over-steepening rivers and small-scale variations in
erodibility. It is expected that this noise far exceeds the
uncertainty of the DEM (Fox et al., 2015b).

In order to choose a preferred model, we employ the same
principles behind the L-curve (Hansen, 1992) and search for the

damping variables that result in a model with low model
roughness and low misfit (i.e., close to the corner of a 2-D
L-surface, Richards et al., 2016). A misfit value of
approximately 100 m is reasonable: misfit values lower than
this suggest that we are fitting noise and misfit values higher
than this indicate that the model is not fitting the data. We focus
our discussion of the results on features that are robust across a
range of values for the damping parameters.

Results show that there are clear short wavelength variations in
normalized rock uplift rate and that high values are observed at
large confluences and large bends in trunk rivers. By contrast, if
the network geometry and values were consistent with a
landscape that is being dissected by a wave of incision due to
increased rock uplift, a map of relatively uniform u* values less
than approximately 200 would be expected. This is because values
less than 200 are observed across the low-relief surfaces. We refer
to areas with higher than expected u* values as anomalies and
these indicate that a topographic surface with low u*, or a low-
relief paleotopography, cannot be interpolated between low-relief
surfaces and that considerable drainage network reorganization
has occurred. In particular, we see high anomalies at the
prominent bends in two major tributaries to the Yangtze, the
Jinsha and Yalong Rivers, at a confluence with the Niuling River
and in the upper reaches within the Dadu (Yang et al., 2020;
Suhail et al., 2020) catchment (Figure 5B). The timings of the
capture events that formed these anomalies are debated, with the
First Bend of the Yangtze either forming in the Eocene (Zheng
et al., 2020) or the Pleistocene (Deng et al., 2020). High anomalies
also follow these rivers, along with the Lancang, up into Tibet.
These anomalies are most pronounced when maps of S.U. are

FIGURE 5 | Predicted normalized rock uplift rates and spatially variable surface uplift. (A) A two-dimensional L-surface showing the trade-off between model misfit
and the two damping parameters which control the roughness of the normalized rock uplift (α) and the surface uplift map (λ). However, each damping parameters
influences both maps as the u* and S.U. both predict the topography and control the misfit between the observed and predicted topography, which is minimized by the
inversion. A model is preferred that has a small misfit value, but also results in smooth maps. This model is shown by the circle in (A) and the maps are presented in
(B) and (C). The sensitivity of the inversion to the damping parameters is presented in SupplementaryMovie S1. Low u* values are observed where low-relief surfaces
are found but higher values are observed along the trunk streams and the confluence of the Jinsha river with the Niulan River (NR) and aspects of the drainage network,
such as large parallel rivers in the Three Rivers area (TR) and the large bends in the Jinsha River (JR), and the Yalong River (YR). High values are also observed close to the
Dadu River (DR) which is related to the steep Longmen Shan. These anomalies are more apparent in the rougher models.
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least variable (Supplementary Movie S1) and this is because
changes in elevation can be produced with changes in S.U. or
changes in u*. Therefore, decreasing changes in S.U. leads to
increased variability in u*. A high anomaly is also observed in the
Three Gorges area. Crucially, the elevations of the large rivers,
where unusual drainage has been previously mapped (Clark et al.,
2004), are not used in the inversion. The high normalized channel
steepness values that we predict are the result of rivers from low-
relief surfaces flowing into the trunk stream at elevations that
require anomalously steep trunk river segments. High values are
also observed at the eastern end of the Nantinghe Fault
(Figure 5B).

Across many of the low-relief surfaces, the residuals are
coupled (Figure 6A): large positive values are associated with
large negative values, which is caused by drainage divide
migration (Fox et al., 2014). Importantly, these residuals
highlight that the model is not fitting all channels that are
over-steepened and under-steepened by drainage divide
migration and capture. To explain all these residuals with the
model, the normalized channel steepness map would be even
rougher, providing further support for drainage network
reorganization.

We see evidence that active structures across SE Tibet are
influencing our inferred values of S.U. (Figures 6B,C), and this
correspondence highlights that short wavelength structures are
also contributing to deformation of the low-relief surface.
Furthermore, this suggests that damping parameters used in
the inversion are not obscuring expected features. In
particular, there is a clear change in S.U. across the Lijiang
Fault, which is also an area of high strain rates (Copley, 2008;
Pan and Shen, 2017; Li et al., 2019). Low values are observed to
the east of the Lijiang fault where the Xianschuihe fault splits and
to the west of the Lijiang fault, and these areas correspond to areas
of GPS-resolved subsidence (Pan and Shen, 2017).

Our predicted elevations can also be displayed along the paths
of rivers (Figures 7B,C). This provides an indication of how
much incision has occurred at a specific location, if Hypothesis 1
is correct. It is important to point out that here we use incision to
indicate the amount of deepening of valleys with respect to the
surrounding peaks. In this respect incision is not equal to total
erosion. If the erosion rates on the low-relief landscape are
assumed to be close to zero, however, this incision is equal to
the amount of erosion and could be measured with
thermochronometry. The predicted elevations are a function of
the pre-incision topography, itself, a result of the χ distribution
and u* values, and the subsequent surface uplift. The predicted
elevations follow the low-relief parts of the landscape (cross
symbols which appear as solid lines on Figures 7B,C) but plot
high above the modern channels in other places. This is because
there has been significant rock uplift at these locations and the
rivers have incised downwards. Furthermore, there is no
requirement that predicted elevations need to decrease with
distance downstream as S.U. may be focused at a specific
location, warping surfaces upwards. We see that in tributaries
of the Yangtze (Figure 7B) the predicted elevations match the
low-relief topography relatively well. This also provides insight
into how the method works: the low-relief landscapes in river 1
set a regional normalized channel steepness value that is used to
project the reconstructed river downstream. Rivers 2 and 3 join
river 1 and the information contained in these low-relief surfaces
is used to average the normalized channel steepness values. River
4 provides local information on the height of the reconstructed
surface and forces the reconstructed surface to remain at high
elevations. In reality, there are hundreds of confluences that are
simultaneously providing constraints on elevations. In order to
match those constraints, variability in u* and/or S.U. is required.
These confluences lead to the surface being approximately
1,000 m above the modern river in some locations, predicting

FIGURE 6 | Investigating the results of the inversion. (A) The predicted - observed residuals for the low-relief surfaces show that in areas where themisfit is large and
positive there are often negative residuals close by. This suggests that drainage divides and river capture are causing pairs of over- and under- steepened χ-elevation
relationships. (B) Active faults from GEM database (Styron et al., 2017) compared to the normalized rock uplift map and the surface uplift map (C). Aspects of the results
are controlled by active structures, see text for details.
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FIGURE 7 | Comparison with river profiles. (A) Location map showing the rivers plotted in (B) and (C); (B) River long-profiles extracted from the down sampled
DEM, black lines. The crosses are the low-relief nodes used in the inversion, these appear as thick black lines where they are closely spaced. The pink lines are the
predicted elevations and account for spatial variability in u* and S.U. and are therefore not monotonic. The stepped nature is due to the fine resolution of the pixels used
for the inversion and the fact that the values of u* and S.U. vary over short wavelengths; (C) River long-profiles extracted from Mekong and a tributary of the
Salween. Larger amounts of incision are predicted for these rivers.
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1,000 m of incision. In contrast, for rivers 7, 8, 9, and 10 the
maximum predicted incision is approximately 2000 m. The
stepped nature of the predicted elevations reflects short
wavelength variations in surface uplift and the fact that the
rivers may cross the discretized grid in complex ways so that
some pixels in the grid may be sampled more than other pixels. A
map of predicted incision shows that incision is focused in the
Three Gorges region (Figure 8), but does not predict more than
approximately 2000 m at any location.

DISCUSSION

Temporal Discretization
We have chosen to discretize the tectonic history into two stages.
The first stage represents a steady state landscape before the onset
of enhanced rock uplift. The second stage represents the
cumulative uplift and incision of this landscape and does not
make any assumptions about how this varies in time. However, in
Hypothesis 1 channel flow would lead to spatial and temporal
variations in surface uplift (Clark and Royden, 2000;
Schoenbohm et al., 2004). A full inversion of the landscape
using river profile modeling with rock uplift rate variable in
space and time (Roberts et al., 2012; Fox et al., 2014; Rudge et al.,

2015) would require inferring maps of u* at many times in the
past. Given that one of our goals is to investigate whether the
planform geometry of the drainage network has evolved through
time by using a simplified interpolation method, a full inversion
that requires assuming this is not justified. Nevertheless, it is
important to consider how our simplifications may impact our
results. If the areas closest to the plateau were uplifted first, fluvial
incision would begin earlier here and there would be less of the
paleotopography preserved. Because areas outside of the low-
relief surfaces are not used in the analysis, this simply means that
we have less data to constrain the surface at these locations.

Effects of Non-Linear Relationships
Between Channel Steepness and Erosion
Rate
Previous models used to support the conflicting hypotheses, are
based on the linear stream power model (i.e., n � 1) and if this
underlying model is incorrect then the hypotheses might be
slightly different (Goren et al., 2014). We do not attempt to
quantify the implications of these underlying assumptions and
have adopted the simplified linear stream power model. If n > 1,
river segments that are steeper will propagate upstream faster
than less steep river segments and vice versa. This would lead to
the margins of the low-relief landscape having different χ values.
However, because we only use the elevation data from within the
low-relief surfaces to map u* and S.U., the exact χ value at the edge
of the plateau is not significant. Furthermore, the steady state
assumption utilized here reduces the dependency on n as
variability in n can be mapped into variability in K (Croissant
and Braun, 2014).

Cosmogenic-derived catchment averaged erosion rates from
across SE Tibet show a non-linear relationship with catchment
averaged normalized channel steepness and this suggests that n �
2 (Ouimet et al., 2009). This is based on the assumption that
bedrock erodibility is spatially uniform across the study area, that
the catchments analyzed are in steady state, and that erosion rates
are set by fluvial erosion. Therefore, we explore how increasing
the value of n from 1 to 2 would impact our analysis. Royden and
Perron (2013), show that the steady state stream power model can
be written as

v1/n � dh
dχ (7)

where u* is a simplification of v and h � z/h0 where h0 is a
reference elevation (see Equation 9 of Royden and Perron, 2013).
If h0 is set to 1 m, we can generalize our inversion by treating u* as
a dummy variable for (u*)1/n. Thus we can simply raise our maps
of u* by the power of n to get maps of u/(A0K) for a nonlinear
case. If n > 1 spatial variability in the normalized channel
steepness values will be amplified, increasing the degree of
roughness of the inferred u* map. In contrast if n < 1,
variations will be reduced (Figure 9). Future work could
leverage this dependency to help constrain the value for n.

In an attempt to determine a value for n for a separate study,
Ma et al. (2020) selected the catchment wide erosion rates from
Ouimet et al. (2009) for only the Dadu catchment. They found a

FIGURE 8 | Predicted incision. The amount of predicted incision across
SE Tibet assuming that the low-relief topographical surface represents a pre-
incision landscape. Incision is focused along the rivers in the Three Rivers
region, as would be expected from a simple topographic interpolation.
Several plotting artifacts are highlighted with red circles and these reflect areas
that are unconstrained by the dataset.
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linear relationship between channel steepness and catchment
averaged erosion rates could explain the data. It is unclear
whether this is simply because the area analyzed was much
smaller or whether slightly different methods were used to
calculate normalized channel steepness. Therefore, the value of
n for SE Tibet remains debated.

Effects of Spatial Variations in Erodibility
Importantly, we assume that over the scale of SE Tibet there is an
effective average erodibility, enabling us to calculate χ and relate χ

to elevation, and that any erodibility patterns do not correlate
with the long wavelength variations in u* or surface uplift. Local
studies using a range of methods have determined that the main
shape of fluvial long-profiles is not controlled by bedrock
lithologies. For example, Kirby et al. (2003) identify spatial
variability in erodibility that is limited to local reaches and
argue that there is little influence of variable lithology on
channel profiles across the Eastern Margin of the Tibetan
Plateau. The main knickzone of the middle Mekong River
valley is not associated with any variability in lithology
(Replumaz et al., 2020). Steep sections of the Dadu River
include both sedimentary strata and granites indicating no
systematic impact of lithology on river channel steepness
(Yang et al., 2020). In the Three Rivers region, Henck et al.
(2011) argued that spatial patterns in catchment wide erosion
rates are not controlled by spatial variability in lithology. In
addition, the elevation and/or preservation of the low-relief
surfaces does not correlate with lithology (Clark et al., 2006).
From our study, we identify no clear evidence for a correlation
between lithology and normalized rock uplift rate and anomalies
appear to be associated with river capture events. If the rock uplift
rate were uniform across the paleotopography, a steady state had

been reached and lithology was responsible for spatial variability
in u*, we would expect to see high u* values associated with low K
values, and vice versa. Although we see high u* values within an
area associated with dense intrusive outcrops (Figure 10A), we
also see low values of u* within the lithological boundaries of
intrusive igneous rocks, which, to first order, are expected to be
the least erodible (Bernard et al., 2019). We also see a wide range
in u* values in areas where intrusive rocks are not exposed
(Figure 10B). Of course, other lithologies can also be very
resistant to erosion, suffice it to say that we do not see a clear
correlation between lithology and u* value. Many features of the
u* results are relatively long-wavelength features compared to
lithological variations. We selected this result to discuss as it
represented a good compromise between data fit and smoothness
(Supplementary Movie S1). If lithological variations were
responsible for the anomalies we detect, this compromise
would have led us to select a rougher model. However, even
with rougher u* maps (Supplementary Movie S1), there is no
clear correlation between lithological variations and u* values.
Future work could attempt to assign erodibility values for specific
lithologies and recalculate χ, run the inversion, determine how χ

could be modified to smooth the u* maps, update the erodibility
values to achieve this χ distribution and then iterate in this way.
However, different lithologies are exposed today compared to
when the low-relief landscape was originally formed and this
makes this analysis challenging.

It is also important to recognize that other factors may lead to
differences between the erodibility of the trunk rivers and the
low-relief surfaces, potentially enhancing the development of
these low-relief surfaces by increasing K (decreasing our
inferred u*), facilitating trunk river incision. For example, the
bedload of the large rivers may contain a significant amount of

FIGURE 9 |Nonlinearities in the stream power model. (A)Normalized channel steepness values for n � 0.5. Overall magnitudes are reduced and there is less spatial
variability in the u* map; (B) If n � 2, more spatial variability is predicted, and magnitudes increase. The box shows the regional extent of the map in Figure 10.
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material from hard lithologies from higher up the catchment that
would not make up the bedload of the locally drained low-relief
surfaces. This would lead to a difference in the contrast between
bedrock and bedload in the trunk rivers compared to the low-
relief surfaces, and it is this contrast that may lead to local
differences in erodibility (Sklar and Dietrich, 2001). In
addition, it is clear that the trunk streams flow parallel to
major structures, such as suture zones and strike slip faults. It
may be expected that these structures would locally increase the
erodibility (Roy et al., 2016) and this may facilitate erosion of the
trunk rivers and the preservation of the potentially harder low-
relief surfaces. Both of these factors may also change through time
as different rocks are exhumed leading to changes in bedload or
different structures are revealed for rivers to incise into.

We have also assumed that precipitation is uniform in order to
relate calculate χ and relate χ to elevation. Previous work has
accounted for the spatial variability in precipitation to calculate χ

(Yang et al., 2015) however there is also clear evidence that the
pattern of precipitation has changed significantly from when the
low-relief surface is hypothesized to have been formed to today
(Botsyun et al., 2019). Therefore, we have kept precipitation
uniform and, in this respect, our study serves as a baseline
and factors such as spatially and temporally variable
erodibility can be incorporated in future analyses.

SUMMARY

Our approach provides a means to quantitatively assess the
continuity of a hypothetical paleo-topography with relatively

uniform normalized rock uplift rate. We find that large
variability in u* is required if surface uplift is uniform, but
that a relatively smooth surface can be found if spatial
variability is permitted. However, even with this increased
flexibility, anomalously high u* values are found along the
main trunk streams. In addition, differences between model-
predicted elevations and observed elevations are often positive
one side of a drainage divide, but negative on the other side
suggesting that these tributaries are out of equilibrium with the
regional topography. It should be noted that these residuals only
correspond to the low-relief high-elevation parts of the landscape.
In order for the u* to be smoother and more uniform, without
significantly increasing model misfit, a rougher S.U. map is
required, however, this would require short wavelength surface
uplift structures, as opposed to a long wavelength mechanism
such as lower crustal flow (Clark and Royden, 2000). Ultimately,
this choice represents a compromise between roughness and data
fit, however, our framework provides a method to ask: what is the
relative importance of the two hypotheses? The preferred
inversion result (Figure 4) fits almost 75% of the analyzed
low-relief nodes to within 100 m, however a model that has
smooth u* and S.U. maps, consistent with Hypothesis 1 (α �
102,λ � 101.5) only fits approximately 55% of the data. Therefore,
low-relief paleotopography might have existed but the processes
required by this model (reduced to its simplest form) only
explains about half the data.

While our results lend support to the existence of a low-relief
surface that has been uplifted and dissected, this model cannot
explain all of the data, and additional factors may have modified
erosion rates across the low-relief surfaces, either driven by

FIGURE 10 | The influence of lithology on predicted normalized rock uplift rate. (A) Intrusive rocks colored by the predicted normalized rock uplift rates with the
faults included as in Figure 5B. A band of high u* can be seen at approximately 28oN 97oWwhich corresponds to a dense band of intrusive units. However, high and low
values of u* are observed across the area; (B) The opposite of Figure 10A showing the predicted normalized rock uplift rates for the other lithologies, with the outcrops of
intrusive rocks shown in black. High and low values of u* are observed across both lithological categories and the correlation is not clear. Geological units are
simplified after Pan et al. (2004).
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climatic changes (Zhang et al., 2016; Nie et al., 2018), drainage
reorganization (Clark et al., 2004; McPhillips et al., 2016) by
drainage divide migration (Yang et al., 2015; Willett, 2017).
In addition, the surface is likely to have been deformed by
local faulting and lateral movement of low-relief topography
as SE Tibet extrudes. However, then the role of a lower
crustal low-viscosity channel becomes less clear. What is
clear from this analysis is that a topographic surface
interpolated between low-relief surfaces found across SE
Tibet cannot be used to measure geodynamic processes in
time and space. There is limited evidence for low-relief
paleotopography in the current topographic data alone
and other processes may have entirely shaped modern SE
Tibet. Our approach also highlights the limit of utilizing
topography alone to interpret landscapes in terms of
hypotheses as it is can be an ill-posed inverse problem with
multiple scenarios that will lead to indistinguishable features. It
is this non-uniqueness that leads to debates about the
development of SE Tibet (Yang et al., 2015; Whipple et al.,
2017a; Whipple et al., 2017b; Willett, 2017). Future work could
use our approach and incorporate diverse datasets and more
complexity directly into the analysis. This could include
spatially and temporally variable precipitation and erodibility,
lateral translation of topography and river networks or
hypothesized drainage capture events.

Although our approach provides a means to quantitatively
diagnose the continuity of a hypothetical low-relief topographic
surface that follows expected slope-area scaling, it does not
provide a quantitative test of Hypothesis 1 or 2. In part, this is
because the exact smoothness of the two surfaces and degree of
data misfit required for Hypothesis 1 have not been specified in
the literature. Our approach incorporates the strengths of the
different approaches used to extract information from river
networks, outlined in Using Fluvial Metrics to Test the
Hypotheses, but adds additional flexibility. Furthermore,
because we are not extracting individual channels from the
DEM our approach potentially uses more of the data and
we are not selecting which channels to highlight. In order to
really understand the topographic development of SE Tibet,
data that resolve temporal changes in erosion through time at
the scale of individual patches of low-relief topography are
required. Thermochronology would be the ideal tool to
measure the exhumation rate history across the low-relief
landscapes and the surrounding canyons (Gourbet et al.,
2020) however, the amount of relief change is right at the
limits of the method (Braun, 2002). What is clear from
thermochronology is that exhumation rates have been
highly variable in space and time, with the amount of
exhumation at some locations being far greater than the
amount predicted from valley incision alone (Zhang et al.,
2016; Cook et al., 2018; Liu-Zeng et al., 2018; Ge et al., 2020;
Replumaz et al., 2020). If this exhumation is associated with
local high rates of rock uplift, and if the erosion rates on the
surrounding low-relief surfaces remain low, large amounts of

S.U. would be observed leading to obvious discontinuities in
the low-relief surface. These have not been observed and thus
this highlights the importance of processes that create low-
relief surfaces in situ, supporting Hypothesis 2.

In order to falsify Hypothesis 2, future work could search
for an absence of low-relief landscapes at intermediate
elevations. This is challenging however as Hypothesis 2
predicts that landscapes that have lost upstream drainage
area progressively lose relief and are thus most prominent
at the highest elevations. Furthermore, the landscape is
developing in an area of active deformation. This means
that tectonics may respond to changes in surface
topography in such a way that sets a limit on how high the
low-relief landscapes can be uplifted. This would mean that all
the low-relief landscapes might attain coherent, gradually
varying, elevations set by the strength of the crust and
faults. If only the elevations of the low-relief surfaces were
used, this would support Hypothesis 1. We have not mapped
low-relief surfaces across SE Tibet and have used published
surfaces for our analysis (Clark et al., 2004), however, there
does appear to be low-relief landscapes at intermediate
elevations across the Upper Yangtze River (Liu et al.,
2019). Alternatively, in situ erosion rate histories within
the low-relief landscapes could be measured using low-
temperature thermochronometry. The fingerprint of
Hypothesis 2 would be decreases in exhumation rate associated
with area loss coupled with increases in exhumation in surrounding
canyons.
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